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because of the conditio n of the
or organism. " This would appear
be a clear statement that diseases of
"organism" are such as to require
ltltllllical treatment. Such treatment , if
• r•oa:uce:a sterilizat ion would be conllliillerl~ an indirect voluntary.
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In other publications l have described
the bad psychological effects of
Rhythm which result from its failures
(John R. Cavanagh," A Special Marriage
Report on Rhythm," Ma"iage Magazine, August, 1966; "Rhythm May be
Better Than You Think," Marriage
Magazine, August , 1965). I have also
discussed the ill-psychological effects
of the frustration of the rhythm of
sexual desire in the human female. This
occurs because the use of Rhythm
deprives the woman of sexual relatio ns
during two peaks of sexual desire
(John R. Cavanagh, "Rhythm of Sexual
Desire in the Human Female," Medical
Annals of the District of Columbia,
Vol. 36, No. 10, October, 1967; and
Human Sexwlity, March, 1969).

to cure
therapeutic means truly neces&
impedidiseases of the organism, even i1
ment to procreation, which may ! oreseen,
s hould result therefrom, provid . such impediment is not, for whatever m t ·e direct·
nSressof
Jy willed (Cf. Pius XU, alloc. to
Oct 8,
the Italian Association of Uro l
i 74-67S;
1953, in AAS XLV (1953), I·
cs added,
AAS L (1958), pp. 734-735). ( I
Author).

In this article I would like to discuss
Paragraph 15 of the encyclical Human
Vitae:

I f a woman takes such medicin
ve nt c onception , but only or>
a doctor (of medicine) as a ne~
because of the condition o f
organism, she produces indire•
which is permitted according
principles governing acts with
(P ope Pius XII, " Morality and
Address to the Seventh Hem..
gress,'' The Pope Speaks, 6 , p
added, Author)

The Church, on the contr:uy , does not at
all consider illicit the use of those

(Dr. Cavanagh, a director of Region
Ill of the National Federation of
Catholic Physicians' Guilds, is also
editor of the journal of the National
Guild of Catholic Psychiatrists. He is
in private practice in Washington, D.C.)
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The purpose of this p r is to
J" (and
discuss the use of " the
other contraceptives) in thl eatment
where
of mental illness, espec
:enthood
unresolved conflicts over
play a part.

Humane
In writing Paragraph 15
Vitae Pope Paul made refe '1Ce to the
foUowing statement of Pof Pius xn.
It is quoted here for ease < reference.
not to p!O'
.e advice of
ary remedy
~<! uterus or
teritizatlon,
the general
ou ble effect
;genies: AD
,ogical C~ll'
.95.) (lt.aJiCS

It should be noted that Pe.,e Paul says
· "and
"to cure diseases of the or_ trusm
Pope Pius XII refers to " necessarY
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There is no dispute from the moral
_ •..,..,u.t that " the Pill" is specifically
the following disorders even
their use causes a temporary
· -lrmlu,
t sterilization:
Amenorrhea, Primary and Secondary (Failure of the menstrual
periods to occur)
Metrorrhagia (.Bleeding occuring
between the menstrual periods)
Menorrhagia (Prolonged or excessive menstruation)

Hypomenorrhea (Scanty
menstruation)
Endocrine Sterility
Idiopathic Infertility (Ovulation
rebound)

Dysmenorrhea (Painful
menstruation)

TION OF THE MENSES
there is no dispute conthe liceity of the use of "the
in the above disorders (aside from
.....,._..,,., complications) its use to
the cycle is perhaps less
is no such thing as a completely

regular menstrual cycle (J.G.H. Holt,
"Die Statistiche Methode Beim
Fruchtbarkeitsproblem und der Mythos
des
Regelmassigen
28 Tagigen
Normalzyk.lus," Zentralb. F. Gynakol,
LIX 1935, pp. 11 61-11 64. Quoted by
Gunn, p. 840). No thought was given
to cycles of 25 t o 29 days as being
irregular until the advent of " the Pill".
However, moral theologians of repute
today aUow the use of "the Pill" to
regulate the cycle to pin-point regularity. Father Francis Connell, for example, said that every woman had a right
to a regtilar cycle [(which for him is 28
days (Francis J. Connell, " The Morality
of Ovulation Rebound." American
Ecclesiastica/Review, Vol. 143, 1960,
pp. 203-204 .)] Father Connery, S.J.
agrees (J. Connery, " Notes on Moral
Theology," Theological Studies, Vol.
19, pp. 550-55 I). See also D.
O'CaUaghan, " Fertility Control by
Hormonal Medication," Irish Theologi·
cal Quarterly, Vol. 27, 1960 , pp. 12-13.
It must be understood that while
"the Pill" is used to regularize the
cycle, the woman is sterile during the
period of its use. The use of "the
Pill" to regularize the menstrual cycle
is undoubtedly a pro per medical use
of it and, according to the moralists
quoted above and others, is licit.

PREMENOPAUSE
In the menopausal period of life
the menses are irregular and there is
frequent fear of a " menopausal pregnancy." This fear is frequently unfounded but late babies occur with
sufficient frequency to warrant the use
of a medication to relieve tension and
regularize the cycle. It is generally
believed that pregnancy will not occur
if three consecutive periods are missed.
Even this, however, is not a certain
criterion .
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Canon P. Anciaux, (P. Anciaux,
" Regulation
des
Naissances et
Therapies Hormonales:
Aspects
Normaux des Traitements a Base de
Substances Progestatives," Saint-Luc
Medicale, 32, No.2, 1960, pp. 67-80)
of Malines and Professor Dr. Joseph
A. Schockaert of Louvam have expressed the opinion that "the Pill"
(and other contraceptives) may be licit
as an indirect means of preventing a
neurosis that would result from a new
pregnancy in a woman who has a fear
of pregnancy or who has anxiety concerning childbirth, etc.ln their opinion,
she could take these " Pills" in order
to avoid ovulation and hence conception altogether. To them this was
indirect sterilization, indirect to the
alleviation of worry that arises from
concern over pregnancy and childbirth.
Another recommendation of Canon
Anciaux is the use of "the Pill" in the
premenopause period . He suggests that
it is licit to inhibit ovulation during the
climacteric to prevent anxiety over
irregularity which in view of the age
of the woman might lead to an
undesired pregnancy. I find myself in
agreement with Canon Anciaux. I shall
clarify my position in the following
paragraphs.

DISCUSSION
The reference to the norms established by the late Pope Pius XII in the
discourse of Pope Paul VI ( cf. pp 1-2)
on birth control is to be found in the
address of Pius Xll to the Seventh
International Congress on Hematology
on September 12, 1958. In this talk
the Holy Father was asked to answer a
question regarding the Uceity of using
"Pills" (Enovid) which impede ovulation and by doing so render fecundation impossible. The Late Holy Father,
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in the only specific mention
Pill" made by any Pope, replied

*"'rsticalReview, 143, April, 1960,
part:

This purpose is achieved not by
with the normal function
The answer depends on the intenti
marriage act, but by suppressing
person. If a woman takes such med·
aenerative function itself. This is
to prevent conception, but only
(contraceptive) sterilization,
advice of a doctor as a necessary
the Holy See declared to be
because of the condition of the
rus 01
organism, she produces indirect stc .atioo,
unlawful in 1940 as contrary
which is permitted according to tl enenl
Uld forbidden by the natural law
principles governing acts with a dOt
effect
R. Connery, S.J ., " You, Marri(Pope Pius XII, "Morality and
:enid:
and
the Pill," Sign, 40 , October,
An Address to the Seventh Hem logical
Congress", The Pope Speaks, 6, p.
).
p. 21). Thus, if one employs the
I!IIIFitin drugs with contraceptive inthere is, says Father O'Callaghan,
The above statements of Pop aul VI
only a grave violation of the
and Pope Pius XU on the mo Jity of
Commandment since one delibboth licit and illicit uses ol ;ontraintends to frustrate nature by
ceptives make it at once ev. ent to
the marriage act of its
most theologians that it is 1 : basic
forces, but also a sin against
intention, in the use of such
thods,
Fifth Commandment since the
which really matters. Thus, ; ·ording
used entail unjustifiable suppresto Father McCormick, their J is not
of the generative power (Denis
wrong per se; in the original u• lf "the
;alblglum , "Fertility Control by
Pill", in fact, there was no \ tracepMedication," Irish Theologtive intention at all; this was erely a
IU..ranor!rlv
27, January, 1960, p. 5).
side effect (Richard A. Me mnick,
, any use of these anovulatory
S.J ., " Anti-Fertility Pills," • miletic
IDCtunods for the purpose of directly
and Pastoral Review, 62, M..
1962,
pregnancy is illicit contraceppp. 693-694). The immoral! derives
is
unlawful because no reason,
rather from the intent or cir nstance
serious, can justify what is
of their use (William J . Gib • 'lS, SJ .,
What About Fertility Pills· \merica - : nrv to nature (Ibid., p. 6).
Press pamphlet, 1958, p. 6) f, thereother hand, since these
fore, these "Pills" were take •s direct
compounds were origicontraceptives, their use
. > uld be
D~Ie\ll~ln•Yn to maintain pregnancy,
immoral, for they would n - be ful·
abortion, and to alleviate
filling the conditions requin.. for licit
and reproductive disorders,
sterilization, since their chic effect is
use for genuinely theqpeutic
generally considered to be th suppreseven should they occasion
sion of ovulation, which m ·1y theounder such circumstances,
logians regard as a type of St ilization
ll'..t'nrn;n to the Holy Father, be
even though it may be of a ·mporal)'
the principle of the
nature. Thus, even if they \\ yre takell
for the direct and exclusive 1 urpose of
producing only temporary sterili.ty,
their use would stiU be illicit 1ccording
ILLNESS
to Pius XII , because the dire\., purpost
have stated the opm10ns of
is contraceptive in nature ( -rancis Ji
on their understanding of
Connell, C.SS.R ., "The Mnrality 0
and indirect sterilization. They
aot always seem to agree and
Ovulation Rebound", The AmeriCJZII
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support the opinion of Pope Pius XII,
that where the use of contraceptives
"is a necessary remedy because of the
condition of the uterus or organism"
that their use represents indirect
sterilization.
As I understand the comments of the
theologians, "the Pill" (or other contraceptive) may not be used by the
normal woman to directly and intentionally prevent pregnancy.
Then0177111/ individual may be defined as one
who confonns to the average human being in
his methods of thinking, feeling, willihg, and
acting, is reasonably happy, emotionally
balanced, and adjusted and orient~d toward
future goals.

The present teaching of the Church

{Humanae Vitae) is that such an individual could not licitly use an artificial
contraceptive or "the Pill."
ORGANISM

I have indicated in the quotations
above that both Pope Paul and Pope
Pius have referred to the fact that
the use of "the Pill" (or other contraceptive )is considered indirect sterilization when it is used to treat (a
necessary remedy) "a disturbed condition of the uterus or organism."

It would not occur to me to consider that the term "organism" as used
by both Pontiffs would refer only to
the somatic aspects of the woman. I am
informed, however, at the time of the
publication of these documents that
this was the interpretation given to the
term "organism" by some moral
theologians.

l cannot accept this interpretation.
Man is composed not of a body
separate and alone, not of a soul
separate and alone, but of an intimate
composite of both which is inseparable
during life.
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Psychiatry to be effective should obviously
have a thorough knowledge of the whole
man, body, mind, emotions, feelings, volition, the power of self-determination, his
normal and abnormal symptoms. (John R.
Cavanagh and James B. McGoldrick, Fun<la·
mental h ychiatry, Bruce Publishing Company, Milwaukee, 1966, p. 490).

If the term is understood to indicate
only somatic disorder then it is incorrect because, due to the intimate relationship of body and soul, what effects
one effects the other. Disorders of the
organism are disturbances of the total
person. This is especiaUy true in mental
disease. Certainly the Popes did not
intend to separate the human person
into parts. One must consider, therefore, . that the term "organism" refers
to the whole man and, therefore, means
that a psychiatric illness is a disorder
of the total being.
The mentally ill person may, therefore, be
defined as one in whom a condition exists
for a more or less prolonged period of time,
to a greater or lesser degree, which deviates
from the average human being in ways of
thinking, feeling, willing and acting, or is
unreasonably unhappy, or emotionally unstable and unadjustable, or poorly oriented
toward future goals (John R. Cavanagh and
James B. McGoldrick , Fundamental Psychi·
atry , Milwaukee: The Bruce Publishing
Company, 1953, pp. 20-21).

TREATMENT OF PSYCHOTIC
FEMALES
The cases described below are those
of mentally ill persons. They are the
result of unresolved conflicts over
responsible parenthood. Before d escrib- ·
ing specific cases the following report
of Swanson et al. on the u se of
Norethynodrel in psychotic fema les is
pertinent.
This study was done to evaluate the
influence of Norethynodrel on the
behavior of a group of psychotic female
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patients. Twenty-one patient. whose
sympto ms became more seve•'! prior
to menstrua tion, and five eqJ·illy ill
female patients who did not s1 ~ such
an exacerbation premenstrua . were
included in this study. Twem of the
patients showed schizophrc
reac.
tions, 4 showed mental retard
n, and
2 involutional reactions. Th ges of
the patients ranged fro m 14 t
~ - The
medication was started 5 da y·
er the
onset of menstruation. The de ;e used
was 5 mg. twice a day. The ug was
given for 20 days, was withe wn for
l 0 days to aU ow mens trw. n, and
was then resumed for anothe 0 days.
Twenty-one patients or ~
of the group were considered
In 13 the improvement wa~
for the patients to be disch .
the hospital ; among them 3 <
patients and lO of 14 recent
One 36-year-old patient wl
hospitalized
four
year~
Norethynodrel cyclicaUy
months. She was sufficien u
to be placed on home
Norethyno drel was discon
remained at home six wer
symptoms reappeared and ~
to the hospital.

percent
proved.
tfficient
~d from
Jissions.
ad been
received
r three
nproved
it. The
Jed . She
but her
returned

£LLNESS DUE TO
OVER RESPONSIBLE

t'&'a.JT••"'·"''""

those cases in which there is a
•
relationship between the fear of
(lllpancy and the mental illness
4lelid the patient be denied the
tlnpeutic use of "the Pill" (or other
Aidraceptive)? These patients are
y ill and as long as the conflict
more children persists they are
o remain ill. Case l , for exarnght have spent long years in a
illltal hospital u ntil rescued by her
pause. In these cases there is no
t that the "organism" is sick in
total being and that the steriliis indirect and, therefore, licit.
exception to the teaching of
e Vitae should certainly be
in the case of a woman who
spend years in a mental
'tal.

f.

following cases are selected beof the clear relationship between
contraceptive conflict and the
. There are many oth ers which
t be quoted.

girl was referred for
Medically there would
m to be
here a clear cut indication ,r the use • IJDe1nt at age 25. It was clear from
ing that her illness was due
of "the Pill" in psychotic ft 1ales with
fact of repeated pregnancies in
irregular menses. The resu were ex·
of the use of Rhythm which was
cellent. Suppose in these cas there bad
. In attempts at psychobeen a question of a fear of regnancy,
her productions in her psywould it have b een medical! proper to
state dealt with sex and babies
deny these women "the Pil (or other
of pregnancy and "fear of
contraceptive)? (David Swa. on, M.D.,
baby," how she could not, or
A. Barron, M.D., A. Florerr R.N., and
not, refuse her husband sexual
Jackson A. Smith, M.D. (Ilnnois State
because the Church told her
Psychjatric Institute, Chica:v. Illinois,)
wrong
to refuse her husband just
" The Use o f Norethynod el in Psy·
she did not want to get
chotic Females," A m. J PsychiJJI.,
,..,..._,,.. The diagnosis was SchizoI 20: I 101-1103, May , 1964 .
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phtenia, Acute, Catatonic type.
This condition persisted in spite o f
psychotherapy and Electro Shock
Therapy.
She was placed on " the Pill" and no
other medication about 3 years ago.
There have been no psychotic symptoms and no pregnancies since that
time, no feelings of guilt, and a happy
family of five children. Without this
treatment this patient would have
remained mentally ill.

.•.
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t
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Case II

. This Catholic male, 45 years of age,
ts the father of 9 children. He became
psychotic after the birth of his ninth
child. The content of his delusional
and hallucinatory system was that
people would look at him and think
and then repeat to others, "he is ~
stupid Catholic, h e keeps having children to satisfy his inord inate sexual
urges, he is stupid , he believes in the
Church. Stupid! Stupid!!" After 10
E.S.T. and 3 months he was able to
return home. The diagnosis was
Schizophrenia, Acute, Paranoid type.
The relationship between the husband and wife had been very bad after
the fifth child because of the refu sal of
the husband to do anything about
controlling or spacing births. Rhythm
had failed . After the fifth child the
wife visited a psychiatrist for three
years - then the husband had his
breakdown.
After leaving the mental hospital the
husband agreed to permit his wife to
be fitted with an I.U.D. Fear of pregnancy now being gone , sex relations
were no longer a source of bitter
arguments. However, there still persist
arguments over how to raise these
children in -accordance with the
standards of either husband or wife .
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Case Ill
This Catholic mother of five children
was 31 years of age when first seen.
Consultation was sought because she
had had a severe incapacitating anxiety
attack associated with depressive
features. The attack was precipitated
when a sudden influx of feelings of
guilt caused her to give up "the Pill"
which she had been on for a year at
the suggestion of her Catholic obstetrician. Rhythm did not work, "we
have five rhythm babies now." The
anxiety came about as a result of the
conflict "abstinence or more babies."
Abstinence leads " to bad tempers,
arguments and quarrels but another
baby will drive me crazy."
Attempts at abstinence resulted in
strained conjugal relations with severe
exacerbations of anxiety when the time
cam e for her menses through fear it
would not take place.
After 6 months of this she was urged
to go back on "the Pill" on the theory
that her illness was "curable" if it was
used. Her feelings of guilt were such,
however, that she now became frigid
in spite of a very eager libido prior to
this.
She again came off " the Pill" and
for several months practiced abstinence, again with the same result of
tension between husband and wife and
resulting quarrels and severe anxiety
attacks.
After further discussion she went
back on "the Pill" about 18 months
ago and now has a happy and tranquil
married life. Without "the Pill" this
patient would have been an emotional
invalid with resultant damage to her
husband and children.

years sought consultation be-1use she
had become suicidal when sh t tought
she was pregnant for the fOl , l time.
She already had three c!, reo in
diapers and had depended c 1ursing
her last child as a bar to . ~nancy.
Although she had three Rt
m faiJ.
ures she had an obsession~ ~ed to
keep taking her tempera ! even
while nursing the baby. Or iay she
discovered that her temper tre was
I 000 F. She had been told
t if the
temperature went up this
ant she
was pregnant, hence the pan

conflicts over pregnancy or
size, the use of contracl!ptives
treatmen t is indirect steril iZation
to Pope Paul and Pope Pius.

arguments presented in this

are reasonable and acceptable.
, they should not be extended.
lies the difficulty: the patient
psychiatric care is the exception;

as an exception, hisjher management
should be closely guarded.
Again, when you submit a second
party to a procedure (case 2 - I. U.D. )
to assist the rust party, a whole new
set of moral equations are involved as
in transplantation procedures. The
original thesis does not extend itself
to these.

With these comments, Dr. Cavanagh 's
paper has been cleared for publication
in Linacre.

This Spanish Catholic female of 25
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W.J.E.

When she was first seen s! 3nd her
husband had already decic
to use
cannot
contraceptives (a condom) .
deny him relations, he woul robably
of the
get another woman." The
tempocontraceptive was followed
rary relief of symptoms bu1 ·se soon
1 am a
returned with the thougl.
sinner, I am a bad girl." The ,1oughts
:ied any
were in consciousness but
relationship between the u~ · contra·
ceptives and her feelings of lt.

..

• '

I

'

• r, •
• • <t :

" 1 am panicky of ger ~ crazy,
completely mad. Sometim I think,
what is worse? being de. or completely insane and going to ' 1.itariwn.
Sometimes the suffering
~ms too
much to bear. Other tim I think,
even if I had to go to a ho~ al, etc. it
wouldn't be so bad. L ~ at my
mother, she had delusion~ .tc. and is
so much better now."
When seen she was no !01 r suicidal.
In this case the depressif! was· defi·
nitely the result of the fea ,f another
pregnancy. With removal <- ner fear of
pregnancy she has shown lrogressive
improvement.

.~

In the mentally ill woma.. where tbef
cause of the illness is t1 , result 0
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CONCLUSION

Case IV

•..
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